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Immolation in a Global Muslim Society.
Revolt against Authority, Transgression of Strict Religious laws

Dominique AVON
Universite du Maine-le Mans

In December 2010, a young Tunisian set himself on fire. Without the clear purpose of discrediting religious norm,
Mohammad Bouazizi's suicide has transgressed in public a strict religious law forbidding the sacrifice of one's life.
This prohibition is linked with a legal definition rooted in centuries-old traditions: Muslim people believe that fire
is solely a "divi ne punishment". Nevertheless, in the following month, more than thirty Muslims, men and women
as well, reiterated Bouazizi's act, in Algeria, Morocco, Egypt, M auritania, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Yemen. The
immediate reaction of the religious authorities has been to describe those acts as the result of madness. However,
they had to recogn ize that some people were able to sacrifice their life for something non transcendental: buying
bread or cheap basic food, exposing social injustice (impossibility to get housing; job loss; divorce and being cast
out of society due to infertil ity); fighting against dictatorship; free expression. Lead by various reasons, those Islamic
authorities have not given the image of a religious consensus in front of what could be understood as a sign of
secu larization.

Political Self-Immolation by Tibetans as Exemplary Behaviour:
The lessons of Popular Culture in China

Robbie BARNETT
Columbia University, NY

M edia theories about political self-immolations in Tibet have looked for its origins in two strands of thought, the
religious and the foreign. This paper assumes that the most pervasive and consistent cultural force in most Tibetan
lives today is local, secular and Chinese: contemporary mass med ia w ithin the PRC. It looks at the messages
of Chinese film and television in promoting the ethic of suicidal self-sacrifice for the nation, and discusses in
parti cular Feng Xiaoning's blockbuster Honghegu (Red River Valley), a celebration of political self-i mmolation by
Tibetans, wh ich was requ ired viewing for most schoolchildren when it came out in 1997 and is still requ ired in
some areas today.

Multiple Meanings of Buddhist Self-immolation,
a Historical Perspective

james A. BENN
McMaster University, Hamilton

In this presentation, I wi ll give an outline of the meanings and interpretations of acts of self-immolation and other
related bodily practices as understood by Ch inese Buddhist self-immolators, their supporters, and their critics. I w ill
refer to Buddhist scriptures as well as to hagiographical and other accou nts from med ieval China (roughly third
to tenth centuries). I will show that the meaning of self-immolation is by no means single or fixed, but has been
much contested even w ith in the Chinese Buddhist tradition. Although it was always a minority interest and only
rarely performed, I w ill explain how self-immolation may be placed w ithi n the larger con text of Chi nese Buddhist
practice. Also, I wi ll suggest how a historical perspective might offer some aid in interpreting con temporary realities.
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The Kirti monastery of Ngaba (lib. Rnga ba):
Its History and Recent Situation

Daniel BEROUNSKY
St. Charles University, Prague

Most cases of self-immolations in Amdo were reported from Ngaba. This contribution will attempt to focus on the
historical background of Kirti monastery in Ngaba in search for some better understanding of why th is monastery
appears as a center of protests and also self-immolations. Such histori cal li ne, which might shed some light on recent
events, will be comp lemented with personal observations made during a research on deity-mediums conducted in
Ngawa between the years 2004-2007 and in 2010.

Self-Immolation in Context, 1963-2012

Michael BIGGS
Oxford University

I will compare the recent w ave of immolations by Tibeta ns in China with data on almost 700 immolations in the
last half century. First, the scale of the episode will be shown to be almost unprecedented, there is only one episode
on a larger scale: protest agai nst affirmative action for lower castes in India in 1990. Second, the significance of
Buddhism will be assessed . There is a close parallel with self-immo lation in South Vietnam in the 1960s and early
1970s. Third, the politica l context w ill be examined. The Chinese government learned in 2001 how to turn selfimmolation against the Falun Gong. Finally, I will identify some of the factors shaping the consequences of selfimmolation and thus tentatively speculate about consequences in th e Tibetan case.

Self-Immolation in libet :
Some Reflections on an Unfolding History

Katia BUFFETRILLE
EPHE, Paris

Th is paper aims to serve as an introduction to our symposium on self-immolations, a recent phenomenon, as far
as the Tibetan areas within the People's Republic of China are concerned, and one which is ongoing. On the one
hand it tries to place these self-immolations in Amdo and Khams within their historical and spatial contexts and
cast some light on the first reactions from the Tibetan governm ent and the Tibetan diaspora. On the other hand, it
raises some of the questions and interpretations already put forward on the subject and discusses the significance
of holding an interdisciplinary meeting on a subject such as this while its history continues to unfold.
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Self-Immolations by Kurdish Activists in Turkey and Europe (1982-2011 )

Olivier GROJEAN
Universite Paul Cezanne Aix-Marseille 3

Although the guerrilla war launched 25 years ago by the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) against the Turkish state
has been extensively analyzed by scholars, practices of violence against oneself w ithin the movement are less well
understood. Nonetheless, since 1982 more tha n 200 activists or supporters of the party have tried to immolate
themselves or commit suicide attacks (in the Middle-East and in Europe). This does not include the numerous
hunger strikes that sometimes resu lted in death. This paper examines the individual recourse to immolation, at
multiple levels of analysis. I begin with the structural level and exami ne briefly statistical data concerning 183
attempts at self-immolations. Such an analysis can help us identify the social dispositions (ethnicity, place of
birth, etc.) of those seeking to immolate themselves, their relationship with the PKK (com mandant, lone activist,
supporter, or traitor), and any contextual factors (political opportunities, weight of the partisan institution across
space and times) that facilitate violent actions against oneself. This data suggests that the meaning of immolation
varies significantly depending on place. For examp le, while two thirds of the activists survive in Europe or in Turkish
jails, three quarters die in Turkey. However, such a macrological analysis reveals little about the dynamics of the
passage to violence and about the effects of action on individual lives. Based on interviews with three or four
survivors, on press reports, martyrs' testimonials concerning dead militants, and other partisan sources, the paper
will next examine at length practices of immolation (which is often a "one-shot weapon") in the activist careers,
without forgetting the essential role of secondary socialization by the PKK (the Theory of the New Man- and of the
Free Woman - developed by PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan), which enjoins members to play one specific role and
to conform to PKK ideals.

Chinese Policy Towards Tibet versus Tibetan Expectations for Tibet:
A Divergence Marked by Self-Immolations

Fabienne JAGOU
EFEO

The Dalai-lama blamed, contro l reinforced over the monasteries, security measures tightened, government officials
threatened to lose their job or to face crimin al charges, phone and internet lines cut, self-immolators discredited,
block out imposed, and so on. These are the common criticisms and reactions of the Chinese authorities when they
are faced with troubles in Tibet. We w ill try to understand the reasons why the Chinese officials cannot face their
failure, change and improve their policies in Tibet. We w ill also try to determinate at which level and why they have
failed when implementing reforms in Tibet while the monks and the civil society are expecting something better,
which the Chinese government is apparently not able to determine or to admit.

Self-Immolation by Fire as a Conditional Martyrdom:
the Case of Bouazizi in the Arab Revolutions

Farhad KHOSROKHAVAR
EHESS, Paris

The new Arab revolutions set the tone for a new type of martyrdom, namely self-immolation by fire, that did not
have any major cultu ral background within the religious framework of Islam. Self-immolation was practiced by
some members of the Kurdish communist or leftist groups but the claim to «martyrdom » in the religious sense was
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not recognized by major Sunni authorities. The case of Bouazizi opens up new vistas: under the pressure of the
Arab public opinion worldwide, many Ulama decided to recognize it, if not as martyrdom, at least as a «legitimate»
action against oppression. Some others went so far as to give it a higher status. Th is new type of self-suppression
raises the issue of its anthropological meaning within a Muslim world where it did not exist on a wide scale and
where it was mainly ignored and widely opposed by religious authorities.

Self-Immolation by Fire and Other Forms of Suicide for Cursing,
Harming or Protesting in Hindu Nepal and India

Marie LECOMTE-TILOUINE
C.N.R.S.

W e exam ine the history and characteristics of suicidal practices which are aimed at protesting or at harming others
in the Hindu world (India and Nepal) by paying particular attention to self-immolation by fire. We show that this
form of self-sacrifice should, in this context, be understood as a response to sacrifice. The latter uses mediation in
infl icting violence on others, either reflexively (in the Vedic model of substituting the sacrificer with a pure victim)
or transitively (in the model of destroying an impure victim that embodies evil principles). We show that selfsacrifice is practised by those who are kept well away from blood sacrifices in modern India and Nepal (women
and Brahmins) and by those who maintain a sacrificial relationship which is not mediated by priesthood (warriors).
We defend the theory that in this context sacrifice plays the role of an ultimate model for legitimate violence, and
thus can only be tackled by a perversion of its shape and nature (mediated and indirect), i.e. through self-sacrifice.
Yet, though self-sacrifice is direct, it does in turn have indirect consequences on a third party, and thereby keeps the
logic of sacrifice intact, but corrupts its language and direction.

Immolation: the Japanese Case

Fran~ois

MACE
I.N.A.L.C.O.

Self- immolation is attested in Japanese and Chinese Buddhism, with reference to the Lotus Sutra. Adepts of the Pure
Land School called this practice sh6shin 6j6 "Going for rebirth [in the Pure Land] by burning one's body" .
Two other kinds of shashin bodily destru ction exist: extreme fasting leading to self-momification; and the no-return
trip, ca lled Fudaraku tokai "crossing towards Potalaka".
These practices rely on a widespread notion in M ahayana Buddhism of the possibil ity to become a Buddha in one's
own body, sokushin j6butsu in Sino-Japanese. These are not protest suicides but the reflection of the ultimate goal
of an ascetic practice.
Up through the 191h c., Buddhism gained stability and p rosperity as it was adopted by elites, and particularly by
leaders. Before 1868, Japanese Buddhism had not been persecuted. It was paradoxically in M eiji Japan that one
of the last instances of such suicides occurred, in 1884. Jitsukaga, an ascetic from Shugendo, threw himself from
the top of the Nachi waterfall. Although the anti-Buddhist policies of the Meij i government brought about much
destruction and created many victims, Jitsukaga's suicide cannot be explained as a protest suicide.
It is within a very different con text that one has to look for a parallel to the earlier self-immolations by fire of
Vietnamese monks, and by Tibetan clerics today. I would refer to the " reprimand" suicides by Japanese warriors:
they would not burn themselves but would open their own stomachs.
Among different forms of seppuku, that of "reprimand" is the most "self less."
The high value associated with suicide among warriors in Japan is a complex phenomenon that cannot be explained
away in a few words. Still, Buddhism and Buddhist views on life and death must be taken into account.
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Immolations in Tibetan Exile Poetry

Lhamokyab NOYONTSANG
I.N.A.L.C.O.
M y p resentation w ill focus on various aspects of Tibetan. language poetical works wr~ tten and pu.blished in exile
for the patriotic heroes: a su rvey of the authors, the poet1c elements they use and the1r number; l1terary style; the
sites of publication; readership; the reasons for writing such poetry; a summary of some poetic works; some of my
personal poetic production.

Fire, flames and ashes. How Tibetan poets talk about self-immolations
without talking about them

Fran~oise

ROBIN
I.N.A.L.C.O.

Since October 201 1, a number of poems have appeared on Tibetan websites, w ith fi re, flames, bonfi res and ashes,
as their core topic. Most have an expressionist tone, focusing solely on fire-related images, and are often poetically
crafted. But Tibetan readers and censors have been quick at going past a literal interpretation and at interpreting
them as celebrating the memory o f those Ti beta ns w ho had self-im molated, as the content of the comments posted
onli ne made it clear. As a consequence, one website wh ich had hosted some of these works was closed down and
writers became more cautious, so that few fire-related poems have appeared on websites since December 2012, in
spite of ongoing instances of self-immolat ions in Tibet. After a description and translation of the fire-related images
in these poems, and the context in w hich they were published, I wil l de lve upon the role of Tibetan language
websites and, more specifically, on line poetry, as an outlet for social and political comments in a tightly supervised
po litical and social environment.

Self Immolation: Transforming the l anguage of Protest

Tsering SHAKYA
U.B.C., Vancouver

The Tibetan region of Ngaba (Ch. Aba) is engul fed in a wave of self-immolations by young Tibetan monks and nuns.
At t he time of w riting, over 26 cases have been reported. Why are such actions happening? What are the causes
and motivations of those involved?
This form of public protest, new to Tibet, means that Tibetans have embraced the narrative of "self sacrifice" and
have come to see in it the resurgence of Tibetan nationalism. After all, giving one's body is one of the key modern
idioms of nationalism, the conflating of body and nation. Like a suicide bombing, self-immolation cannot be
explained by individual motivation . The paper wil l explore shifting language of Tibetan protests and examines
social-political roots of the changes in nature of Tibetan resistance.
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Conversations and Debates: Chinese and Tibetan Engagement with the Broader Discussion
of Self-Immolation in Tibet

Elliot SPERLING
Bloomington University, Indiana

Among the controversies surrounding the wave of self-immolations inside Tibet that bega n in February, 2009 are
debates over the motives of those committing these acts and their inherent value (or lack thereof). These debates are
going on both within and without the PRC, at times as parallel, non-intersecting discussions. The first interpretations
from the Tibetan exile community were rooted in an interpretation that can be best understood within the structural
dependency built into exile life, which often encourages pathos-based appeals to the consciences of benefactors.
Several liberal Chinese, writing in cyberspace, similarly based their interpretations on their own situations, assuming
that the Tibetans who committed self-immolation were (uselessly) trying to awaken the consciences of those in
authority. This paper will examine the debates these interpretations have engendered, in particular, the way these
debates have been played out in unofficial, online, Chinese fora.

Offering of the Body in Buddhist Tradition: Texts and Images

Heather STODDARD
I.N.A.L.C.O.

Extreme practices of asceticism were abandoned by Buddha Sakyamuni, before his Enl ightenment in favour of the
Middle Way, and yet the offering of one's self, one's body, or parts of one's own body, as well as the offering of
one's children and spouse as a kind of extension of self, are all known from early t imes in the Buddh ist tradit ion, as
expressions of the paramita of generosity.
In Tibet the two most well-known and well-loved examples are taken from thejataka stories of the previous lives of
the Buddha. The most often cited is known in Tibetan as Stag mo Ius byin 'Offering the body to the tigress', when
Prince Mahasattva threw himself off a cliff after lacerating his body so as to make it more appetising to a starving
tigress and her cubs. The second example is found in the legend of Dri med kun /dan, orVessantara, who gave away
his wife and children, and finally his eyes. Narrative versions, plays and images of these two episodes are found in
various Tibetan sources, but it is especially the Tigress episode that has been cited in an article dated 10.3.2012,
signed by Banyan, and published in The Economist. The author confirms that Tibetans in exile are quoting this story
in the face of the recent spate of self-immolations, in an attempt to try and understand the meaning behind these
courageous acts of sacrifice.
From another point of view, the imagery, both ghastly and splendid, of the actual burnings that can be seen by
anyone today on Youtube, may echo or recall other types of imagery found within the Tibetan Buddhist trad ition.
These are internal flames projected by the power of mental concentration or yogic practice, and presented in visible
form by artists.
This paper will briefly explore such imagery in relation to the textual tradition, in an attempt to understand what
concepts and actual practices may somehow render more possible the present heart-rending, unprecedented
human conflagration on the Tibetan plateau.
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A Discussion on Some Opinions about Self-immolation Expressed in Exile Tibetan Social Medias

Chung TSERI NG
I.N.A.L.C.O.

When a wave of self-immolations spread both inside and outside Tibet, it triggered many conflicting opinions in exile
about the nature of this movement, its influences and courage, etc. Diverging opinion also appeared concerning
some topics. In my presentation, I will inquire into the content of some analyses of the self-immolations that can
be found on some exile Tibetan websites. I will look at what aspects of the immolations are being supported and
which ones are being criticized, as well as what questions they are pointing at. 1 will also give my own view and
perception about important points.

Fire and Death in Western Imagination

Michel VOVELLE
Sorbonne-Paris I

As a historia n, the author of this communication has dedicated a part of his researches to attitudes towards death in
the Western world. He will reflect upon the meaning today of the apparition of such a practice as self-immolation
in the West. In a historical perspective spanning many centuries, he will look into the role of fire in death-related
practices, from the hero's pyre in Homer to the fundamental impact of Christianization and the eschatology of
resurrection. Death by fire has been associated with hell and the collective or individual punishments applied to
heretics or deviants, punishments which risked transforming them into martyrs (cf. joan of Arc). This lasted unti l
the Enlightenment, when the decreas ing focus on hell, accompanied by the discovery of new worlds un leashed
curiosity. In such a new perspective, the fate of Indian widows came as a surprise. Was the West in anyway superior?
The guillotine replaced the bonfire, and the individual claim, which expressed in heroic suicide, was replaced by
collective claims. Cremation was an innovation that began in the late 191h c., and gained popularity after the
Catholic Church lifted the taboo against it. But then there fo llowed the crematoria of WWII. These two images
are contradictory. Today, a new interpretation of the body claims " Don't touch my body?" So why should selfimmolation appear to contradict this tendancy? Can it be interpreted as the supreme modern form of transgression?
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